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ABSTRACT
All the early access mechanism based on contention or sequential access does not scale well to multi-gigabit
per second rates or larger geographical coverage. Advances in laser and fiber optic technology have driven
feasible link throughputs above a gigabit per second. Dynamic RAM chip have become cheap enough to be
cost effective at providing the large amounts of buffering needed at these very high link speeds. Moreover, quick
routing and MAC decisions are possible with current CMOS technology. In combination, these trends make it
possible to construct a Practical LAN using multiple switches and gigabit per second point-to-point fiber links
configured in an arbitrary topology. It's well known that the current technology trends make it possible to build
high speed communication networks that can support high performance distributed computing. With increased
data rates, the packet transmission time of a network could approach or even become less than the
medium propagation delay. Performance of many network schemes degrades rapidly when the packet
transmission time become small compared to the medium propagation delay. The use of high speed data
rate alone is not sufficient, unless the medium access provides for efficient bandwidth use of the
medium. This paper discusses and describes the performance characteristics of the most popular high
speed networks such as DQDB, FDDI ,and ATM for Broadband Integrated Service Digital Network (B-ISDN),
while carrying multimedia traffics and compare the performance evaluation results of the these networks with
the results of the proposed high speed network namely EHABKIT. The comparative of the results confirms that
the concept of pure packet switching for the EHABKIT architecture is almost equivalent to the high speed
networks, DQDB, FDDI, ATM for B-ISDN, and its promising enough. .

KEYWORDS: Comparative performance of high speed networks carrying multimedia:, DQDB, FDDI, ATM
for Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN), Cell Relay, SONET / SDH,
architecture.

I.

DATAKIT

packet switch,

and EHABKIT

INTRODUCTION

The term high speed network covers many means of communication. The progress achieved in
networks has had a considerable effect on communication between terminals and computers.
Over limited distances these networks provide high speed support which meets the requirements of
transfer speed and access time. With large-scale organizations the interconnection of establishments
usually uses the public domain, where speeds remain more modest. However, recent developments in
long distance communication hardware allow hope that speeds will ultimately be
harmonized, permitting a performance independent of the location of the terminal.
In most cases the technical principles remains the same, and it is important that the existing ones are
well understood in order to appreciate these new networks [1]. Advances in laser and fiber optic
technology have driven feasible link throughputs above a gigabit per second. Dynamic RAM
chips have become cheap enough to be cost-effective at providing the large amount of buffering
needed at these very high link speeds. Moreover, quick routing and MAC decisions are possible with
current CMOS technology [2].
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In combination, these trends make it possible to construct a practical LAN using multiple switches
and gigabit per second point-to-point fiber links configured in an arbitrary topology. This kind of a
network has several advantages [3]. In contrast to networks like ETHERNET [4], that use a
broadcast physical medium, or networks like FDDI [5,6], based on a token ring, arbitrary
topology point-to-point network offer:
1-Aggregate network bandwidth that can be much larger than the throughput of a single link,
2-The ability to add throughput incrementally by adding extra switches and links to match worked
requirements,
3-The potential for achieving lower latency, both by shortening path lengths and by eliminating the
need to acquire control over the entire network before transmitting,
4-A more flexible approach to high availability using multiple redundant paths between hosts.
High performance networks have the potential to change the nature of distributed computing. Low
latency and high throughput communication allow a much closer coupling of distributed systems
than has been feasible in the past with previous generation networks, the high cost of sending
messages led programmers to carefully minimize the amount of network communication [7]. Further
when combined with today’s transfer processors, faster networks can enable a new set of
applications, such as desktop multimedia and the use of a network of workstations as a
supercomputers.
A primary barrier to building high performance networks is the difficulty of high speed network of
taking data arriving on an input link of a network and quickly sending it out on the appropriate
input link. The networking task is simplified if the data can processed in fixed length packets.
Given fixed length packets, networking involves at least two separate tasks [2]:
1- Scheduling: choosing which packet to send during each time slot, when more than one
packet is destined for the same output, and
2- Data forwarding: delivering the packet to the output once it has been scheduled.
In general, we can say that there are two reasons need for high speed networks [8]:
(a) a dramatic increase in computer processing power over the last few years, and
(b) an enormous increase in the volume of stored and processed data.
As a result, a lower speed network may well become the bottleneck between devices needing to

transfer large amounts of data with minimal delay.
The remaining of the paper organized as the following, section 2 presents some of the related works.
Section 3 gives brief overview of high speed networks. The simulation results explores in section 4.
Section 5 produces a comparison and discussion between the explained networks. Finally section 6
presents the conclusion.

II.

RELATED WORKS

It is to be noted that most of the bandwidth in current and future high speed networks would be taken
up by the multimedia applications, transmitting digital audio and video. Traditional networking
protocols are not suitable for this as they do not provide guaranteed bandwidth, end-to-end delay or
delay jitter, nor do they have addressing schemes or routing algorithms for multicast connections.
High speed networking for multimedia applications is a collection of high quality research papers
which address these issues, providing interesting and innovative solutions. It is an essential reference
for engineers and computer scientists working in this area. It is also a comprehensive text for graduate
students of high-speed networking and multimedia applications. Recently, a performance comparison
of video multicast of the two technologies is described in [9]. In [10], a new dynamic bandwidth
allocation scheme called Minimum Overflow Traffic Algorithm (MOTA) is proposed to assign the
bandwidth for each traffic class in the hierarchical admission control structure in ATM network. In
[11], study the problem of bandwidth allocation for ATM network loaded with real-time VBR
compressed video traffic. The authors in [12] describes on the research of the process flow and
analysis of voice over asynchronous transfer mode in a common communication network. Specifically
this project focuses on the process flow of the voice transmission via am ATM network and a simple
experiment to build a VoATM network in a laboratory. Study some of the ATM-compatible multiple
access MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) protocols, including DQDB (Distributed Queue Dual Bus,
also known as IEEE 802.6), CRMA (Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access), DQMA (Distributed
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Queue Multiple Access), and FDQ (Fair Distributed Queue), and their performance for different kinds
of multimedia application, including interactive education, on-line medical information system, and
video conferences discussed in [13]. In [14], a case of a bridged FDDI network carrying multimedia
traffic is studied in detail. Also, the details of how to adjust the TTRT and how the adjustment affects
the behaviors of FDDI ring are discussed and presented in [15]. The performance of FDDI networks
in terms of their guarantee probability, i.e., the probability that a set of synchronous messages are
guaranteed to meet their deadlines is explained in [16]. A mathematical model for a fiber distributed
data interface (FDDI) network with multimedia voice and data traffic are developed, and the
performance of the network is obtained by approximate queuing analysis and simulations presented in
[17]. The performance of two high speed network protocols, IEEE 802.6 distributed queue dual bus
MAN and fiber distributed data interface are compared based on their ability to support integrated
traffic has been discussed in [18]. A comparison of the MAC access protocols of the IEEE 802.6
DQDB MAN and FDDI standards is presented in [19]. A DATAKIT packet switch demonstrates how
the byte-stream concept can integrate local area and wide area network objectives, more details in
[20].

III.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF HIGH SPEED NETWORKS

In this section, shortly details of the protocols relevant to our study. Complete descriptions of these
protocols, including the handling of various error conditions may be found in the papers cited.

3.1 Distributed Queuing
The purpose of distributed queuing is to obtain, or at least to approximate, a single view of a
first-come-first-service (FCFS) queue for each transmission in all active node across the network.
The underlying network is a dual bus consisting of unidirectional slotted buses A and B operating
in opposite directions. The slots are generated by the header node of each bus. Every node receives
and transmits on both buses, so bus selection is based on the destination. Reservations for
transmission on bus A are made in bus B via requests and vice versa. Since the operation of both
buses is identical, we’ll consider transmission on bus A.
The Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) [21,22], protocol reserves a slot on bus A via a
request bit in a slot on bus B as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Distributed Queue Dual Bus Architecture

Access to the bus is controlled by a request and countdown counter. The request counter keeps track
of the current free-slot requirements of downstream nodes whereas the content of the countdown
counter indicates the number of free-slots to be passed before the node’s own transmission takes
place. Transmissions are scheduled one at a time. Scheduling is done by transferring the contents of
the request counter to the countdown counter, resetting the request counter, and initiating the
transmission of a request on the reverse bus. In the ideal case, the newly scheduled transmission is
therefore queued behind all known pending slot transmission of the downstream nodes. It should be
noted that a node can schedule its next transmission as soon as the previous one has been transmitted.
Thus, there is no need to wait for the reservations themselves. Furthermore, an outstanding request
counter can cumulate requests during periods when request bits in passing slots on the opposite bus
are already set, so that data transmission can be made before requests are transmitted. This protocol
has evolved into the IEEE802.6 standard [22]. Good bibliography reference on DQDB is in [23].

3.2 Multiple Packets and Destination Removal
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The Fiber Distributed Data Transfer (FDDI) [24], has become a high speed Network standard [25],
and provides a data rate of 100-Mbps. The basic topology is a dual (counter–rotating) ring consisting
of a primary ring for data transfer and a secondary ring for redundancy. Access to the ring is by a
timed-token mechanism similar to that used for the Token Bus standard. Distinctions with respect to
the access mechanism are that FDDI foresees eight instead of four priorities and that a single
token-rotation time is measured between two node visits, whereas in the Token Bus scheme the
measurement is done for each of the three lower priority levels.

Figure 2. DDI Protocol in the ISO Reference Model

As shown in Figure 2, the FDDI documents cover the Physical Layer and the MAC sub-layer LANs
to higher protocols. Thus, the transition from lower speed LANs to FDDI as well as the
interconnection of LANs by a FDDI backbone should be achieved [24,26]. In FDDI-II, part of the
transmission capacity can be assigned to isochronous channels which support strict timing services
like circuit-switched telephony and video. The remaining part for data and is controlled by the timedtoken protocol.

3.3 Broadband ISDN, Cell Relay, and SONET
1- B-ISDN Architecture [27], the Broadband Integrated Service Digital Network (B-ISDN) differ
from a narrowband ISDN in a number of ways. To meet the requirement for high-resolution
video, an upper-channel rate on the order of 150Mbps is needed. To simultaneously support one more
interactive services and distributive services, a total subscriber line rate of about 600-Mbps is
needed. In terms of today’s installed telephone plants, this is a stupendous data rate to sustain.
The only appropriate technology for widespread support of such data rates is optical fiber.
Hence, the introduction of B-ISDN depends on the pace of introduction of fiber subscriber loops.
Internal to the network, there is the issue of the switching technique to be used. The switching
facility has to be capable of handling a wide range of different bit rates and traffic parameters (e.g.,
burstiness). Despite the increasing power of digital circuit-switching hardware and the increasing
use of optical-fiber trucking, it is difficult to handle the large and divers requirements of BISDN with circuit-switching technology. For this reason, there is increasing interest in some
type of fast packet switching as the basic switching technique for B-ISDN. This form of
switching readily supports a new user-network interface protocol known as Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM).
Broadband ISDN Protocols: The protocol architecture for B-ISDN introduces some new elements
found in the ISDN architecture, as depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model

For B-ISDN, it is assumed that the transfer of information across the user-network interface will
employ what is referred to as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [28,29]. ATM is essence, a form
of packet transmission across the user-network interface in the same way that X.25 is a form of
packet transmission across the user-interface. One difference between X.25 and ATM is that includes
control signaling on the same channel as data transfer, whereas ATM makes use of commonchannel signaling. Another difference is that X.25 packet may be varying length, whereas ATM
packets are fixed size, referred to as cells.
The decision to use ATM for B-ISDN is a remarkable one. This implies that B-ISDN will be a
packet based network, certainly at the interface and almost certainly in terms of its internal
switching. Although the recommendation also states that B-ISDN will support circuit-mode
applications, this will be done over a packet-based transport mechanism. Thus, ISDN, which
began as an evolution from the circuit-switching telephone network, will transform itself into a
packet-switching network as it takes on broadband services. The protocol reference model makes
reference to three separate planes:
(1) User Plane: provides for user information transfer, along with associated controls (e.g., flow
control, error control).
(2) Control Plane: performs call-control and connection-control functions.
(3) Management Plane: includes plane management, which perform management functions
related to a system as a whole and provides coordination between all planes, and layer
management, which performs management functions related to resources and parameters
residing in its protocol entities.
2-Cell Relay [27], Cell relay, also known as Asynchronous Transfer Mode, is, in a sense, a
culmination of all the developments in circuit switching and packet switching over the past 20 years.
One useful way to view cell relay is as an evolution from frame relay (packet switching). Both frame
relay and ATM takes advantage of the reliability and fidelity of modern digital facilities to provide
faster packet switching than X.25. Like frame relay and X.25, cell relay allows multiple logical
connections to be multiplexed over a single physical interface. As with frame relay, there is no-link
error control or flow control with cell-relay. The most obvious difference between cell-relay and
frame-relay variable-length packets, called frames, and cell-relay uses fixed length packets, called
cells. As with frame-relay, cell-relay provides minimum overhead of error control, depending on the
inherent reliability of the transmission system and on higher layers of logic to catch and correct
remaining errors. By using a fixed packet length, the processing overhead is reduced even further
for cell-relay compared to frame-relay. The result is designed to work in the range of tens and
hundreds of megabits per second, compared to the 2Mbps of frame relay. Another way to view cellrelay is as an evolution from multi-rate circuit switching – with multi-rate circuit switching only fixed
data rate channels are available to the end system. Cell-relay allows the definition of virtual channels
with data rates that are dynamically defined at the time that virtual channel is created. By using
small, fixed-size cells, cell-relay is so efficient that it can offer a constant data rate channel even
though it is using a packet switching technique. Thus, cell-relay extends multi-rate circuit
switching to allow multiple channels with data rate of each channel dynamically set on demand. With
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cell-relay, a key design issue is the size of the cell. The choice of cell size is governed by a trade–off
among factors such as overall network delay, transmission efficiency, and network complexity.
Depending on the weighting given to the various factors, a payload value for cell-relay is between 32
and 64 octets is derived [30].
3-SONET/SDH [27], SONET (Synchronous Optical NETwork) is an optical transmission interface
originally proposed by Bell Core and standardized by ANSI. A compatible version, referred to as
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), has been published by CCITT in Recommendation G.707,
G.708, and G.709 [17]. SONET is intended to provide a specification for taking capability of optical
fiber. The SONET standard addresses the following issues [31]: (1) It establishes a standard
multiplexing format using any number of 15 - 84 Mbps signals as building blocks. Because each
building can carry a D53 signal, a standard rate is defined for any high bandwidth transmission
system that might be developed. (2) It establishes an optical-signal standard for interconnecting
equipment from different suppliers. (3) It establishes extensive cooperation, administration, and
maintenance (DAM) capabilities as part of the standard. (4) It defines a synchronous-multiplexing
format for carrying lower- level digital ( DS1, DS2, CCITT standards ). The synchronous
structure greatly simplifies the interface to digital switches, digital cross-connect switches and
add-drop multiplexers. (5) It establishes a flexible architecture capable of accommodating future
applications such as B-ISDN with a variety of transmission rates.
The key requirements have driven the development of SONET. First was the need to push
multiplexing standards beyond the existing DS3 (44.736Mbps) level. With the increasing use of
optical transmission systems, a number of vendors have introduced their own proprietary schemes
of combining anywhere from two twelve DS3s into an optical signal. In addition, the European
schemes, based on the CCITT hierarchy are incompatible with North American schemes,
SONET
provides a standardized hierarchy of multiplexed digital-transmission rates that
accommodates existing North American and CCITT rates.
A second requirement was to provide economic access to small amount of traffic within the bulk of
an optical signal. For this purpose, SONET introduces a new approach to time-division multiplexing.
A third requirement is to prepare for future sophisticated services offerings, such as virtual private
networking, time-of-delay bandwidth allocation, and support of the B-ISDN ATM transmission
technique. To meet this requirement, a major increase in network management capabilities within
the synchronous time division signal was needed.
4- EHABKIT a Proposed High Speed Network [32-36], EHABKIT is a high-speed, and
high performance dual bus multiple access network. It is a single integrated network to used as a
LAN/MAN, and WAN [33]. Furthermore it can also make use of a twisted pair, optical fiber
building distribution system that both complements and enhances existing building wiring. The
motivation for the design is from DATAKIT (DATAKIT was designed at Bell Labs and is
currently a registered trademark of AT&T Labs.) packet switch due to Fraser [37].
The Modified version for what is referred to as EHABKIT (Enhanced High speed Architecture Bus
KIT) an extension to the earlier work [38,39]. EHABKIT based upon a currently located short
high-speed buses [32], therefore EHABKIT enjoys the fundamental advantages of bus topology and
short high-speed buses. With the bus topology, the communication network is simply, the
transmission medium no switches, and no repeaters. All stations attach, through appropriate hardware
interfacing directly to a linear transmission medium or bus. The short high-speed enjoys a
fundamental advantage relative to distributed approaches in that the propagation delay along the
length of the bus is smaller than the transmission time of a single bit, even at data rates of tens of
megabits per second. This feature can be exploited to provide simplicity efficiency in accessing the
transmission medium. EHABKIT permits multiple priority traffic of classes with fair allocation of
bandwidth within each class [32-36], along with a capability of integrated circuit and packet
switching. EHABKIT demonstrates how byte-stream concept can integrate LAN and WAN
objectives. It is expected to support a wide range of applications through short high-speed and
flexible multimedia communication capabilities. Multimedia includes voice, data, moving picture
(video), images, graphics, [32-36].
This is evident from the capacity can support 225 to 450 voice lines [38], which compares will
with the IEEE802.5 Token Ring, and it is also close to the capacity of 100Mbps FDDI Token
Ring which can support maximum of 500 station on a network. EHABKIT is ensure fair
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sharing of the transmission capacity, obtain high throughput and network utilization together with
low and bound delays, support priorities and different traffic classes, strive for simplicity, robustness
easy implement ability, all at the same time. In fact these are the challenge of the proposed Media
Access Control (MAC) protocol with a centralized scheduling. EHABKIT is an assembly of
Interface Cards (ICs), connected by a dual of short high-speed buses. Each type of IC serves one
type of remote equipment and, if need be, terminates the protocol of that equipment. There are ICs
for trunks NIC (Network Interface Card), that lead to other EHABKITs for terminals, for host
computers. There modules provide EHABKIT timing, network control and maintenance support
named by Clock Module (CM), and Supervisor Module (SM), as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Block Diagram of EHABKIT Architecture

IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In our study [40,41] we’ve proposed an efficient FDDI’s MAC ( Media Access Control ) for
increasing both the throughput of asynchronous traffic and the capacity of synchronous
sources. The results (see Table: 1, Figure 5 [42] and Figure 6 [43,44]) confirm that the proposed
MAC provides FDDI more efficient for supporting multimedia applications.
Table: 1.

Case Study
Maximum Number of
Video Source (Nv)
Asynchronous Traffic
Throughput

Standard FDDI’s
MAC

Modified FDDI’s MAC
α = 0.5
α = 0.25

34

33

50

44.75

48.4

22.8

Figure 5. Throughput Characteristics of Asynchronous
Traffic Versus Na (FDDI & Modified FDDI)

Figure 6. Throughput Characteristics of Asynchronous
Traffic Versus Nv (FDDI & Modified FDDI)
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The following Table: 2 [45,46] shows the maximum number of video sources (Nv) and the average
delay of video packets (Davg) for the case when the video rate is equal to 1.5Mbps and the
allowable delay is equal to 30 msec. From the table it is clear that the video packet length (Pv)
between 1125-2625 bytes achieve the maximum number of video sources Nv = 63 source [43].
Obviously, the shorter video packet length, the smaller average network delay.
Table: 2.

Video Packet Length (Byte)
375
750
1125
1500
2250
2625
3000
3375

Maximum Number of Video
Sources (Nv)
60
62
63
63
63
63
54
40

Average Video Delay (Davg)
ms
10.11
11.72
14.72
15.73
18.46
21.31
23.27
24.18

Table: 3 summaries the simulation values at two cases: integration of video / voice and the
integration of data/video/voice over ATM [28,29,44, 47-50]. In the table note that MWT= Mean
Waiting Time. Figure 10 illustrates video MBS and voice MBS versus Nvo, and Figure 11 illustrates
voice MBS and data MBS versus Nvo, for Rvi= 1.5 Mbps, Rvo=192 Kbps, Nvi sets to various values
such as 10 and 20 sources. Msiz sets to 100 and 300 cells, with µ = 5 ms. Figure 7 and 8, indicate that
with the increasing of Nvo the voice MBS slightly increases, video MBS and data MBS approximately
remain constant up to saturation limit, beyond the saturation limit, video, voice, and data MBS
sharply increase because of the increasing of Nvo increases the number of voice cells, resulting in
increases in video, voice, and data MBS. The video MBS remains constant for short interval and then
increases up to saturation limit. That is because the ratio of each traffic is suddenly change (N.B. the
ratio of each traffic ignore the fraction so the ratio increment or decrement suddenly). Table 3 shows
the different fixed generated rates of the video/data integration, and corresponding Nvo, video MBS,
voice MBS, and data MBS.
Table: 3.

Video Rate=1.5Mbps, Voice Rate=192Kbps, Mean arrival time of data
µ= 5ms
Voice Sources=100, Video Source=10
Voice Sources=50, Video Source=10
Message Size
Video
Voice
Message Size Video MWT
Voice
(Cell)
MWT (Cell)
MWT
(Cell)
(Cell)
MWT
(Cell)
(Cell)
0
30
148
0
30
82
100
32
156
100
30
90
300
34
236
300
39
144

Figure 7. depicts video MBS & voice MBS versus Nvo
with Rvi =1.5 Mbps and Rvo = 192 Kbps and µ = 5 ms.

Figure 8. depicts voice MBS & data MBS versus Nvo
with Rvi =1.5 Mbps and Rvo = 192 Kbps and µ = 5 ms.
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In the proposed architecture the real-time traffic has a higher priority transmission and it is
with a good acceptable delay about 10ms at heavy loads in case of Free Round Robin (FRR) [3236] and less than 250ms in case of Restricted Voice Data Round Robin (RVDRR) [32-36] as
shown in the Table: 4, ( in the following Table Note that NT mean Non Transmission ). From
Figure 9, 10, it is clear that the capacity can support 225 to 450 voice lines, which compares well with
the DATAKIT which can support 380 asynchronous terminals.
Table: 4

Voice
Packet
Length
(Bits)
128
256
384
512
640
768
896

Number of IC=45, Number of Devices per IC=6, λ=170ms, µ=410ms, and
Mean Time Between Arrival (MTBA) =60
Average Delays (ms)
FRR Service
RVRR Service
RVDRR Service
Voice
ID
NID
Voice
ID
NID
Voice
ID
NID
32.82
9.43
9.55
11.92
14.51
17.01
19.51

NT
193.35
188.97
212.76
224.36
250.92
255.40

NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT

Figure 9. Packet length Verses Average Delay.

V.

103.14
138.26
165.54
192.14
215.68
225.41
232.98

42.37
63.71
80.04
103.97
127.27
141.73
161.91

NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT

75.85
118.33
147.84
177.07
205.92
229.42
249.60

45.38
96.49
135.71
170.06
215.23
259.70
290.62

49.54
104.49
148.43
187.83
234.29
281.29
316.34

Figure 10. Packet length Verses Average Delay.

COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION BETWEEN PREVIOUS NETWORKS

This section presents a comparison of the proposed EHABKIT architecture with some other media
access schemes. In Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) and its variations [51], a head station
generates the frame synchronization on one bus, and the end station generates the frame pattern
at the same rate on the other bus. In the proposed EHABKIT architecture only one
module named by the clock module (CM) maintains and synchronous time-slots frames for both
scheduler slot and data cycle on the dual bus (S/D bus and data bus). In DQDB, priority
operation can be achieved by having separate distributed queues for each level of priority. The
proposed architecture favorably compares with this too. At high a values (i.e., with a large end-toend propagation delay and a comparatively small slot size) and high load, the DQDB protocol does
not appear to fair in its bandwidth allocation. Several papers discuss how the DQDB protocol could
behave in an unfair manner (good survey is in [8,21]). In the proposed architecture the global
information is available at a centralized Supervisor Module (SM) (we have to mention here that
there are two modules, SMa and SMs (SMa is an active supervisor module and SMs is standby
supervisor module to be used in case of the failure of SMa) ) which takes decisions, resulting in a
much flexible and fair access is achieved among users (Interface Cards). In DQDB protocol, media
access protocol of the IEEE802.6 standard for MANs, does not fully take advantage of the capacities
of a dual bus architecture. In EHABKIT architecture does fully take advantage of the capabilities of a
dual bus.
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The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is a LAN, the original FDDI-I standard was more
suitable for data applications. The FDDI-II standard is suitable for both voice and data applications,
the proposed architecture is favorably compares with this too. The FDDI-II operates at data rate of
100Mbps using an optical fiber medium and support about 500 stations, the proposed
architecture designed at data rate of 10Mbps using coaxial cable medium and support about 450
stations (ICs) [36,37]. In FDDI a high Target Token Rotation Time (TTRT), causes a long
channel access time for stations at high load. This results in a deterioration of real-time traffic
behavior of the protocol. The Broadband Integrated Service Digital Network (B-ISDN) relay
heavily on an optical fiber technology to bring a wide range of voice, data, image, and video
services to customers. The use of multiple optical-fiber taps on a medium introduces significant
losses and limits the range of the medium and the number of devices that can be supported [40].
EHABKIT architecture is a single integrated network to be used as a LAN, MAN, and WAN,
furthermore, it allows copper and fiber to be intermixed [34]. B-ISDN uses fundamentally the
same user interface architecture and the same protocol architecture as ISDN [27,52,53]. The
major difference is that B-ISDN supports very high data rate at the user interface. To support these
data rate, a new data transfer mechanism is defined known as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
makes use of fixed size packets, called cells. By using packets of fixed size and fixed format, even
greater efficiencies can be achieved with ATM compared to frame-relay. EHABKIT architecture is
also, use of fixed size packets. Traffic control in ATM networks is an outstanding problem, which is
currently motivating a large research activity. In EHABKIT traffic control can achieved with an
appropriate choice of restrictions, it is possible to obtain a balanced response to all traffic types. In an
ATM network, all information is packetized and transferred in small, fixed size blocks called cells by
using the virtual connection concept. In EHABKIT all information is packetized and transferred in
small or large fixed size blocks called packets by using the virtual circuit concept.
In the DATAKIT packet-switch [37], there is a contention bus as opposed to a Scheduler / Data
(S/D) bus (used for scheduler slot and to a locate packets on the remaining slots) on which
contention is resolved on a slot-by-slot basis. Contention in a slot determines the right for access in
the next slot, and all ICs participate in the contention process. As opposed to this in the proposed
architecture, information collected in a scheduler slot is used to schedule the next data cycle of n
slots. Although, DATAKIT can give a better treatment to higher priority packets and for packet
arriving into an idle system, by way of lesser delay, it cannot give any delay bounded for low
priority traffic because high priority packets keep winning on contention. This problem is not
severe in the proposed EHABKIT architecture because of batch scheduling. With scheduling
strategies like the Restricted bound Round Robin [32-36], more balanced scheduling of packets from
various traffic types can be expected see Table: III. As in the case of token ring, the DATAKIT
cannot be made sensitive to card congestion and other such situations; a flexibility available in the
proposed architecture. For instance, a longest queue first kind of scheduling policy within the priority
class would sensitive to card congestion. DATAKIT depends upon switch and Common Control
Processor (CCP) for scheduling, as the failure of the switch or CCP will cripple the DATAKIT as a
whole. This problem is solved in EHABKIT architecture by using two Supervisor Modules one in an
active mode (SMa) and the other in hot standby (SMs), as the failure of SMa, SMs can be used
as s backup. Both DATAKIT and EHABKIT result in perfect scheduling protocol on the broadcast
bus in DATAKIT, and on S/D bus and Data bus in EHABKIT at high Loads, and thus, stable with
respect to increasing load. In the way, EHABKIT is as the DATAKIT switch is not synchronous like a
time division switch, so an idle Interface Card (IC) consume no bandwidth. In that respect, internally
EHABKIT as the DATAKIT is more like a packet switch than a circuit switch even though
externally it appears to do circuit switching.
In general, the concept of pure packet switching for EHABKIT architecture is almost equivalent to the
DQDB, FDDI, ATM for B-ISDN.

VI.

CONCLUSION

The paper discuss comparative performance of high-speed networks carrying multimedia. The
proposed EHABKIT high-speed network can support a wide range of applications through short
high-speed dual bus and flexible multimedia communication capabilities. Multimedia includes, real-
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time synchronous voice traffic and multi-priority asynchronous data traffic types. Bounded restriction
of higher priority traffic types improves the response of lower priority traffic types at a moderate
expense of response to the former. With an appropriate choice of restrictions, it is possible to obtain a
balanced response to the real-time synchronous voice and asynchronous data traffic types
(Interactive Data and Non-Interactive Data (ID and NID respectively)). Under the Restricted Voice
& Data Round Robin (RVDRR) scheduling service strategy it is ensure fair sharing of the
transmission capacity, obtain high throughput and network utilization together with low and bound
delays, support priorities and different traffic classes, strive for simplicity, robustness and easy
implementability, all at the time. In fact these are the challenge of the proposed MAC protocol with a
centralized perfect scheduling. The results indicate that the proposed EHABKIT architecture is
indeed stable up to fairly high loads and under integrated multi-priority traffics load. It does provide
quick delivery of voice packet, while handling fairly large data traffic load as well. Though in general
a centralized control architecture is considered inefficient, the proposed EHABKIT with concurrent
short high-speed dual bus and its centralized perfect scheduling policy is promising enough. In
general, the concept of pure packet switching for EHABKIT architecture is almost equivalent to the
DQDB, FDDI and ATM for B-ISDN.
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